Case Presentation

- 46F anesthesiologist treated by ENT for “polyp, & sinusitis” x few mos
- Anosmia
- Besides L proptosis & periorbital fullness eye exam WNL including 20/20 Va
Eyelid Sparing Exenteration

Gross specimen:
Top: Intranasal tumor
Bottom: Left orbital contents
Esthesioneuroblastoma
(Olfactory Neuroblastoma)

H&E: Islands & nests of tumor cells

NSE

S100

SYNAPTOPHYSIN
Postoperative Course

Pt is s/p Eyelid Sparing Exenteration with ALT Flap

POD # 6

Pt is healing well. She was treated with a radiation dose of 50Gy & Etoposide & Cisplatin

POM # 3

Note the concave socket; systemic w/up negative
Questions

What would you do?
Exent vs globe salvage OS?
If globe salvage:
  - How would you confirm neg margins in orbit?
  - Would the globe be able to survive Post Op RT?
THANK YOU